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1. Introduction.
boundary F. We set

Let ) be an open bounded set in R with smooth

Consider the following acoustic problemand suppose that/2 is connected.

]u(x, t) u. z/u- 0 in/2 (- oo, c)

Bu(x, t)=O on/(--,(1.1)
Ju(x, O) =f(x)

where A=}= 0/0}. AS boundary oeraor B we shall consider the fol-
lowing two oerators,

By= 1 (Diriehlet condition)
and

B=}= ()0/0z (Neumann condition)
where (z)=((), (), ()) denotes he uni outer normal

Denote by (z), =D,N, he seatering matrix for he seatterer
under he boundary eondiion B=0 (for he definition, see [6]). It is well
known tha () is an (L(S))-valued meromorhie function in the whole
complex domain C.

As o he modified Lax and Phillips conjecture,
tmi, there ezit >0 eh that
iite mber o ole o the eatterig matrix, we have a few ex-

amples. Nseeially for he Diriehle boundary condition an obstacle
consisting of wo disjoin convex bodies is he only example ([2, 8]). he
urose of his noe is o sudy he modified Lax and Phillips conjecture in
the ease ha 0 consists of several disjoin sriely convex bodies. Our
theorem gives a suNeien condition for the existence of such , which is
sated by means of an analytie function defined by using urely geometric
informations of D.
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1) The original one is given in [6, page 158], but (9 considered in [4] is a counter
example.


